This paper deals with the optimization of the receiver trajectory for target motion analysis. The observations are made of estimated bearings. The problem consists in determining the sequence of controls (e.g.: the receiver headings) which maximizes a cost functional. This cost functional is generally a functional of the FIM matrix (Fisher Information Matrix).
Introduction
A fundamental problem for BOT tracking is the following : if the system is observable what is the accuracy of the state estimate and how to optimize the inputs of the system? In this system approach, the observer maneuvers are the system inputs. This is a very difficult problem of control since, in the first hand, the system is only partially observed, and in the second, the cost functional is non-additive. This means that the effects of the inputs are not separable.
A classic approach consists then in considering the
Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) and more precisely its determinant. The choice of the determinant functional is reasonable. However, as we shall see later, the det functional does not have the (additive) monotonicty property, so that the classical tools like the dynamic programming priciple or the Pontryagin Maximum principle are irrelevant. This explains, for a large part, the relative complexity of this problem. We shall show that using elementary multilinear algebra accurate approximations of det( FIM) may be obtained. More specifically, we shall prove that det( FIM) may be approximated by a functional involving only the successive source bearingrates, thus yielding the general form of the optimal inputs (observer maneuvers). In particular it will be shown that, under the long-range and bounded controls hypotheses, the sequence of optimal controls lies in the general class of bang-bang controls. These results demonstrate the interest of maneuver diversity.
Problem formulation
The source, located at the coordinates (T,,, The observer state is similarly defined as : where :
In the above formula t k is the time at the k-th sample while the vector u k = (O,o, u z ( k ) , uy(k))* accounts for the effects of observer accelerations (or controls). 
the problem is to determine the sequence of controls (211,. . , u n } (denoted U) such that :
( k 1 1
)
The difficulty and the originality of the above problem stem from the two following facts. First, the source motion is unknown which means that the state vector X is unknown. 
where g is any monotonic increasing function and R is a fixed matrix.
A direct analysis of the FIM determinant :
For the sake of simplicity, the following assumptions are made along this section. First, the distance will be assumed to be constant. Further, we consider that the diagonal noise matrix: C is proportional to the identity (i.e. C = u21d ). Elven if the first hypothesis seems rather restrictive, we shall see later that the effects of range and bearing-rate variations are uncoupled, allowing us to analyze thlem separately. Furthermore, the effects of range variations are concentrated in a multiplicative term, factor of the determinant. We shall thus consider a simplified model of the source motion :
where 4 is the bearing-rate (for a given reference time), and U is the bearingrate change corresponding to an observer maneuver (control). For the sequel, the controls will be the observer bearing-rate changes u k . The fundamental interest of this approach lies in the fact that no a priori knowledge of the source trajectory is assumed. We shall denote Fko,4 the FIM corresponding to an arbitrary reference time k~ and 4 consecutive measurements, 6ko,"',&o+3. Then the FIM Fko,4 takes the following form (4 measurements ') : We stress that the above formula plays a central role in the analysis of the FIM determinant.
The case of constant bearing-rate :
In (11) Ci3 stands for the ij -th column of the matrix G.
Considering for instance, a first order expansion of the bearings 8 k o + i (i.e. 8ko+z = 0 k 0 +id), the calculation of det ( F k o , e ) is reduced to the calculation of the determinants det (G.5). Now each of these determinants is the determinant of a 4 x 4 matrix. Its calculation is greatly eased by using the following basic result. 3Note that the source-observer distance is again assumed to be constant. Proof :Consider the determinant det GE (see eq. 11) where as previously, E = {il,i2,i3,i4} and i~ < iz < i 3 < i4.
det GE = det (Gi, , . . . , G i l )
where :
In the same spirit, the vector G k o may be written as :
Now the following properties are instrumental : e the matrices R,-, and TO are rotation matrices, hence they commute e det(R1) = det(Ro)' = 1 . The matrices RI and TI then also commute and using this property det GE becomes :
det GE = det (TFRFElTpRyE,TpRf3E,T?R?E)15)
--det (E,Ry-ilE,R";3-i'E,R~-ilE) .
Furthermore, the following property has thus been proved in passing : det GE is independent of IC0 and 8 k o .
This remarkable property is due to the basic properties of the determinant and the structures of the matrices RI and TI.
The above determinant itself (i.e. : detGE = det(E, @E, R j E , RFE) ) can now be easily calculated by means of exterior algebra , yielding the following simple and general result :
Proof : The calculation of det GE is greatly eased by using exterior algebra. The canonical basis of ]R is denoted {El,. . . , E4). For the coherence of notations, the vector E is identified with El. Then, the components of the exterior products El A RfE1, in the "reduced" basis {El A E2 , El A E3 , E1 A E4) of h2(1R4) are straightforwardly calculated and given below :
Similarly, the components of @E1 A @El, in the "reduced" basis {E3 A E4 , E2 A E4 , E2 A E3) are :
The determinant det QE is deduced from the above calculations, by considering the sum of the coeficients of the vector El A E2 A E3 A E4 which spans the 1-dimensional space h4(]R4), i.e. :
U 0 0
Using Prop.3 and the Cauchy-Binet formula, a general formulation of det(F1M) stands as follows :
Practically, the following approximations are easily deduced from the above property . Using the previous formalism, an extension to higher order expansions of 8 k o + i is quite straightforward but not truly enlightening.
Remarks :
If a 3-rd order expansion of &,+. is considered in place of the 1-st order one then the value of det(F1M) is exactly zero. This corroborates the fact that the TMA problem is not observable when the observer does not maneuver. It has thus been shown that det(Fko,l) is proportional to (%) . As practically, is very small, this means that det(Fk,,i) remains very small as far as no observer maneuver occurs. So, we shall now investigate the effects of a bearing-rate change.
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The case of bearing-rate change
We shall now quantify the effects of observer maneuvers. First, the following property is an extension of the previous one to this case. Consider that the temporal evolutions of the source bearings on two successive legs are described by the two following linear models : 
In (22), the matrices R1 and Ra are the bearing-rate matrices (cf. 13) associated with the bearing-rates x and y. From (22), the following approximations are easily deduced :
gained by optimized observer maneuvers may be rather impressive. Further, note that this gain is proportional to (Ax)-4. The above calculation is easily extended to the case of a maneuvering source. The dimension of the state vector is then equal to 6 , while the gain of a bearing-rate change is, this time, proportional to Actually, it seems that the optimum corresponds to a det (El, RIE1, R i R f E l , R$'RiE1) z (23) (Ax)-8 i(j')(k' -j')(k')y (z -y + gx2y) .
"long" first leg in order to maximize the observer baseline, followed by a "short" second leg. The proof of Prop. 4 is completely similar to that of Prop. 3. So, we omit it.
The previous results are more formally summarized by the following property. The above property allows us to approximate det Fk,,e in the case of a maneuvering observer and thus to investigate the effects of the observer maneuvers. In particular, the role of the bearing-rate changes then clearly appears. Indeed, since the parameters 81 and 
(. of fourth-order expansions (in 6, and we refer to [31 for a proof of prop. 5, Geometric interpretations of the properties of the FIM determinant Since we are especially interested in the effects of observer maneuvers, we shall investigate them by means of the previous results and differential calculus. Consider for instance the following determinant (E = El): where Ax denotes the total bearing variation (i.e. Using the previous calculations, the following approximations are easily proved :
g ( x )~a ! z a n d : s ( x , x ) m p x 4 , so that : However, it seems rather impossible t o derive a general bound relative to the number of switching.
The effects of range variations:
Up to now, the effects of range variations have not been considered. However, the analysis is greatly simplified if we remark that the effects of range and bearing-rate variations are geometrically uncoupled. This follows easily by considering det(9E). Including the range, the elementary determinant det (BE) becomes :
( 1 il 1 det GE = det 1 -RI E , . , --R?E) , \Til ri4
so that :
, RFE) (36) From the above equality, we note that the effects of range and bearing-rat,e variations are uncoupled.
Conclusion
Optimization of the observer maneuvers has been considered along this paper. This problem is not relevant of classical optimal control. Using basic tools of multilinear algebra, it has been proved that this functional may be accurately approximated by a functional involving only the successive source bearing-range rakes. In particular, it has been shown that under the long-range and bounded controls hypotheses, the sequence of optimal control lies in the general class of bang-bang controls7.
